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CLICK HERE to download the sections on stomach injury, dislocations, and animal stings from
Marine Medicine  It offers chapters on dangerous marine life, submersion damage and dive
medicine, rescue and evacuation of the sick and injured, wound cleaning and closing, and
much more.* Guidance for sailing, pleasure boating, fishing, and diving emergencies* More
than 100 illustrations* Near-shore or out-at-sea first aid covered* As essential a piece of gear
as your PFD and signal flaresThis edition features the most recent information on marine
medical.
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I love the size and format for this - makes it ... I always carry a single in my kit handbag when
sailing on various other boats. Important Very important book, but printed much too small to
read (especially for us older guys). Could have chosen a large (say 11" or more) format, and
perhaps with a binder that lets the pages lie flat.! Nevertheless, it does not alternative for
going for a very great wilderness or ocean passage medical course. If having attended the
latter, this is a great quick reference to refresh assessment and treatment techniques that are
hazy - once again for laypeople. Two Stars The writing is too small to read easily!. Very
informative, We had some emergency medical training and . Very informative, I had some
emergency medical training and learned a lot more from this publication that I did not know. I
am glad to have this publication on my boat. This is a fantastic book for offshore sailors This is
an excellent book for offshore sailors. It is so great, we have two. I really like the size and
format for this - makes it easy to include in a first aid kit or handbag. Highly recommended
Superb and incredibly complete for a small handy reference, although in the event that you
curently have considerable training, you retain wanting more. I subsequently purchased the
Kindle version for my iPad, which at least has a larger display Good Back-up to Wilderness/Sea
Passage Medical Course Training An OK source for lay people trying to handle an injury that
is beyond a trim. It is laid out to be able to flip to the issue you are dealing with and read off
the directions using one page instead of having to read a complete chapter when somebody
aboard is gouting bloodstream everywhere. Five Stars This book may be the MacGyver of
medicine Pithy well written summary. Perfect for offshore cruising The book offers clear directions
and pictures. In addition they offer several different methods for each situation so if you don't
possess, for instance, a SAM splint, it is possible to still splint an injury using everything you do
have. Good to have onboard Very informational!. Pithy well written summary.
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